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A modeling investigation on the electrochemical behavior of porous
mixed conducting cathodes for solid oxide fuel cells
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Abstract

The electrochemical behaviors of porous mixed conducting cathodes for solid oxide fuel cells have been quantitatively investigated in
this paper through numerical simulations on 1D and 2D porous models by using analytical approach and finite element method. A clear
and comprehensive picture about the cathode overpotentials and current density distributions has been revealed as a convoluted function of
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athode’s oxygen surface reaction kinetic rate constant, ionic bulk conductivity, geometric size and pore structures. On the basis o
esults, extended discussions were also made on the impacts of structural heterogeneities including the pores and the graded interfa
omposed of a single phase and dual phases in the area bordering electrolytes on the effective cathode areal resistance that m
o characterize the electrochemical behavior of cathodes.
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. Introduction

Solid oxide fuel cells (SOFCs) are widely known as one
f the most potential environmentally benign power genera-

ors with superior energy-convert efficiency. However, their
ommercial realization is being faced with challenges from
he requirements for the materials with high electrochemi-
al performance and long-term thermal/chemical stabilities.
he development of SOFCs that can operate at intermediate

emperatures of 600–800◦C can technically relax strains on
he materials high temperature chemical stabilities but tough
emands remain on the materials electrochemical properties,
specially on the cathode materials that are committed to
ffectively fulfill oxygen incorporation into the system of
OFCs[1–8].
There is a general consensus that the overall electrochem-

cal performance of a SOFC is basically associated with the
aterial properties of each cell’s component and the cell’s
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structures, yet of them the kinetics of oxygen incorpora
into cathodes and the following ionic transports are of pa
ular importance because they often account for most of c
overpotential losses[9–12]. Amid many cathode materia
one of the most extensively studied is doped LaMnO3 that
is of perovskite-type structure and possesses high elec
but rather low ionic conductivities. It is usually blended w
YSZ and prepared into porous forms to build up abundan
electrode-electrolyte three-phase boundaries (TPBs), w
oxygen species after surface diffusion from their adsorp
sites are thought to receive electrons and then comm
its transport within the imbedded YSZ phase. In this k
of cathode materials, oxygen adsorption onto the su
of cathode, molecular dissociation and diffusion along
cathode surface towards TPBs, complete ionization and
transport in the electrolyte phase constitutes an oxyge
thodic reaction chain[13–16]. The process that takes pla
in the narrow TPB zones is commonly regarded as the
probable rate-determining step. In contrast to the elect
cally conducting materials of sort of doped LaMnO3, a cat-
egory of cathode materials with mixed ionic and electro
378-7753/$ – see front matter © 2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
oi:10.1016/j.jpowsour.2004.07.017
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conductivities has attracted much research interest in recent
years. Their dual electric conductance enables the oxygen
species simply to start up its bulk transport inside cathodes
from the surface location where it is adsorbed and dissoci-
ated. This conductive characteristic actually makes unneces-
sary the cross-transfer of oxygen species from the cathode
to its bordering electrolyte phase around narrow TPBs ar-
eas and, therefore, leads to an enormous enhancement in the
electrochemical performance of SOFCs. It is for this prop-
erty that the mixed ionic and electronic conductors (MIEC)
are nowadays considered the most promising cathode materi-
als for commercially viable intermediate temperature SOFCs
[17–19]. Over the past years, diverse experimental research
efforts have been devoted to this family of materials with
aims to improve or upgrade materials properties, including
ionic conductivity and chemical/thermal stability and com-
patibility with electrolytes[19–32]. Some informative theo-
retical and modeling studies have also been performed for
better understanding those fundamental issues involved in
MIEC cathodes[33–41]. So far, nevertheless, a clear and
comprehensive understanding of the electrochemical behav-
ior of porous MIEC cathodes, especially, its quantitative rela-
tions to the materials properties, geometric dimensions, pore
structures and electrochemical working conditions have not
been achieved yet.
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of cathode-electrolyte half-cell.

allowed to easily diffuse from outside into the pore channels
of cathode and then to move onto its inner surfaces. Also, all
the three layers are considered to be structurally uniform re-
gardless of their microstructural details. When the half-cell’s
planar dimensions are much larger than its thickness as in a
usual case, the infinite plate model is applicable to describing
oxygen diffusion in the pores and ionic transport in the solid
phase. Thus, a column with a cross-sectional area A, taken
out of the half-cell in parallel to the direction of thickness,
can be regarded as a representative of the half-cell for the de-
scription of its electrochemical behavior. Furthermore, when
the structural homogeneity in the cathode and electrolyte is
very high, the cross-sectional area A may be contracted into
such a very small one that the representative column turns
into a quasi 1D bar.

On the basis of such a 1D model, when a steady state of
the cathode surface reaction at a given oxygen concentration
is reached, the ionic current density at a depthx from the
metal-cathode interface may be determined by

j = −σc

(
dv

dx

)
(1)

and it must equal the total current density injected from the
inner surface of cathode across the depth from0 to x:

j

( ) x∫

w
o
p the
g y
o in-
c om-
p per
u gen-
r pore
In this paper a numerical simulation of the electroch
cal behavior of porous MIEC cathodes is reported, w
as been performed on both 1D and 2D models. In par

ar, the overpotentials, ionic current density distributions
ffective areal resistances of porous MIEC cathodes wer
erically simulated by analytical approach and finite elem
ethod as a complex function of cathode’s bulk ionic c
uctivity, effective oxygen surface incorporation kinetic r
onstant, pore structures and geometric sizes. A wide di
ion based on the simulation results have also been c
ut to explore and disclose how the electrochemical be

or of a porous MIEC cathode is controlled by its oxyg
urface incorporation kinetics, bulk ionic conductance,
etric sizes as well as microstructures. It is expected to

urther clarify and quantitatively differentiate the convolu
ontributions from these factors to the overall electroch
al performance of a porous MIEC cathode and, therefo
ffer an instructive guide to the development of SOFCs
rospective properties.

. Models and theoretical considerations

.1. 1D model

As schematically shown inFig. 1, the basic structure
cathode-electrolyte half cell for simulation studies is

umed to be constructed of a dense electrolyte mem
bottom layer), a porous mixed conducting cathode (in
ediate layer), and a gas-permeable metallic coating

he cathode for electric current collection, where oxyge
= −σc
dv

dx
=

0

σs(vo − v)dξ (2)

herev refers to the potential at the depthx, induced by
xygen ion distribution in the cathode,vo is the equilibrium
otential determined by Nernst equation with respect to
iven oxygen concentration,σc is the bulk ionic conductivit
f cathode, andσs stands for an effective oxygen surface
orporation rate constant of cathode, which is actually a c
lex kinetic parameter proportional to the surface area
nit volume of cathode and closely associated with oxy
elated processes including gas diffusions within the
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channels and towards the cathode surface, surface adsorption
and ionization at a given system pressure and temperature.

By differentiatingEq. (2)with respect tox, a simple dif-
ferential equation for 1D cathode potential distribution may
be immediately reached:

d2u

dx2 − σu = 0 (3)

whereσ = σs/σc andu= vo − v. To perform analyses of cath-
ode electrochemical behavior, a set of appropriate and par-
ticular boundary conditions is needed to match with above
equation and in this paper the following conditions were em-
ployed:
(

du

dx

)
x=0

= 0,

(
du

dx

)
x=tc

= q

σc
(4)

It means that the ionic current density atx= 0 andx= tc (total
thickness of the cathode) are respectively defined as null and
q. Consequently, it follows fromEqs. (3) and (4)that:

v(x) = vo − q[exp(
√

σx) + exp(−√
σx)]

σc
√

σ[exp(
√

σtc) − exp(−√
σtc)]

(5)

This equation gives a whole potential profile over the cathode
thickness as a function of variableqand the relevant materials
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except at the cathode-electrolyte interface where an average
current densityqwas set:

−�n∇v = 0, −σc(∇v)c−e = q (7)

To reach the particular numerical solutions ofEq. (6), a
finite element method based on Matlab computing language
by The Mathworks, Inc. was utilized.

3. Results and discussions

3.1. Potential and current density distributions

As a prime result, the electric potential and ionic cur-
rent density distributions across the thickness of cathode are
shown inFig. 2. They were calculated as a function of the
current densityq ranging from 0 to 5 (A cm−2) when the
equilibrium potentialvo was set as 1000 mV and the rele-
vant model parameters were set:σs = 5 × 10−5 (S cm−1),
σc = 1 × 10−2 (S cm−1), tc = 120�m. It can be evidently
noted that the cathode potential not only decreases in pro-
portion to the magnitude ofq but also shows an increasing
descent as the depthx increases, accompanied by a parallel
growth in the ionic current density along the cathode. These
results are rather analogous to what was given by ALB model
[ tive
r from
w yte
o to the
e out
3

ous
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F rrent
d

arameters and geometric thickness of the cathode. Wi
elp ofEq. (2), it also gives the corresponding current den
istribution.

.2. 2D models

In order to fulfill a direct comparison with the resu
rom above 1D model and to understand the impact
icrostrucural heterogeneity in a porous MIEC cath
n its electrochemical behavior, two 2D belt-like mod
ave been constructed. One is called solid belt model
o microscopic pores in it and the other is a porous
ontaining a number of micro-sized pores. In the for
odel, the oxygen incorporation is assumed to take p
long the two lateral sides of the belt while in the latter s
process is confined at the pore-cathode interfaces

he geometric details to be given in the following sect
ith these assumptions and in view of no current so

nside cathode’s solid phase, a 2D Poisson equation co
ith the boundary conditions below has been used fo
otential description in above 2D models:

2v = ∂2v

∂x2 + ∂2v

∂y2 = 0 (6)

σc�n∇v = σs(vo − v)interfaces/laterals

here�n is the unit vector normal to the relevant bounda
nd the other parameters have the same meaning as
ase of 1D model. The conditions for the rest bounda
ere so determined that no ionic current was allowed to
36,37], characterized by a narrow electrochemically ac
egion situated nearby the cathode-electrolyte interface
hich most of the ionic current flowing into the electrol
riginates. It has been estimated that a region adjacent
lectrolyte providing 90% of the total ionic current is ab
3�m wide against a total cathode thickness of 120�m.

Now let us move to the discussions on the por
athode overpotentials, including surface overpotentia
onic transport overpotential stemming respectively from
hemical activation required for oxygen incorporation fr
he gaseous phase onto the cathode surface and the e

ig. 2. Potential and current density distributions at different output cu
ensities from 0 to 5 (A cm−2).
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Fig. 3. Cathode overpotentials vs. current density.

ionic bulk transport. From each of the above potential distri-
butions, a potential drop atx = 0 and a total cathode over-
potential can be easily obtained. The former may be directly
regarded as the surface potential drop and, thus, the ionic
transport overpotential equals the total cathode overpoten-
tial minus the surface potential drop. They both have been
found to show a linear increase in proportion to the current
density, as shown inFig. 3. But the surface potential drop
accounts only for 0.04% of the total and the latter does for
99.96% for the above given model parameters. These results
explicitly indicate that the kinetics of electrochemical pro-
cess in this case is overwhelmingly controlled by the ionic
transport step. Nevertheless, it has been revealed by simu-
lations that the effective oxygen surface reaction rate con-
stantσs may remarkably affect the cathode overpotentials.
Any changes inσs may make the electrochemically active
region remarkably contract or expand so that the surface po-
tential drop changes a lot and the reaction rate-determining
step may switch from oxygen transport to oxygen surface
incorporation or vice versa. The quantitative simulation re-
sults for this point have manifested, as illustrated inFig. 4,
that the surface potential drop grows unremarkably before
log (σs) = −8.5 as log (σs) decreases whereas, after that
point, it may increase very fast up to a magnitude compa-
rable to or even over the contribution from oxygen ionic
t

3
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f

R

Fig. 4. Overpotentials or effective areal resistances vs. log (σs).

wherete is the thickness of electrolyte andσe its ionic conduc-
tivity. Re is often called areal resistance of the electrolyte. The
same notion is here applied to a porous MIEC cathode where
complex electrochemical processes are involved due to in-
homogeneous oxygen surface reactions and ionic transports.
With the help ofEqs. (5) and (8), the effective areal resis-
tances and the corresponding effective thickness for porous
MIEC cathodes can be derived as follows:

Rct ≡ vo − v(tc)

q
= exp(

√
σtc) + exp(−√

σtc)

σc
√

σ[exp(
√

σtc) − exp(−√
σtc)]

(9)

Rcs = 2

σc
√

σ[exp(
√

σtc) − exp(−√
σtc)]

(10)

Tceff ≡ Rctσc = exp(
√

σtc) + exp(−√
σtc)√

σ[exp(
√

σtc) − exp(−√
σtc)]

(11)

whereRcs is called effective surface resistance corresponding
to the surface potential drop. It can be seen that, unlike in the
case of a simple electrolyte, the effective areal resistance of a
porous MIEC cathode varies as a complex function of cathode
thickness, oxygen ionic conductivity as well as a kinetics-
related oxygen surface reaction rate constantσs, rather than
a plain material parameter. The effective cathode thickness is
now determined not only by the real geometric thickness of
cathode and by a kinetics-related ratio ofσs/σc as well.

ints,
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.2. Effective cathode areal resistances

It is well known that overpotential losses are practic
aused by the resistance against ionic currents in the
ials. For the pure ionic transport in an electrolyte, the o
otential is dependent on the flowing current density w

ollowing proportional factor:

e = te

σe
(8)
To reach a quantitative understanding of the above po
everal calculation graphic results are presented inFig. 5,
here three curved surfaces clearly depict the depende
ffective cathode areal resistanceRct, effective oxygen su

ace reaction resistanceRcs and effective oxygen transpo
esistanceRcb on the cathode ionic conductivityσc and oxy-
en surface reaction rate constantσs when the real thicknes

s fixed at 120�m. Fig. 6 gives a series of equal-resistan
ontours atR= 0.1, 0.3, 0.5,. . ., 5(� cm−2) with a constan
nterval of 0.2. It is clearly demonstrated that when the ma
ude of log (σc) is relatively large, the effective cathode ar
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Fig. 5. Effective areal resistances versus oxygen surface reaction rateσs and
ionic conductivityσc.

resistanceRct increases rapidly and is mainly accounted for
by oxygen ionic transport as the oxygen surface reaction rate
decreases from around log (σs) = −7. But, when the log (σc)
becomes smaller, a decrease in log (σs) boosts a conspicu-
ously increasing contributionRcs from the cathode surface
reaction toRct after certain critical value of log (σs) is over-
crossed. In addition, as the ionic conductivity decreases, the
resistanceRcb from ionic bulk transport is gradually lowered,
leavingRcsas the major contribution to theRct. What is more,
from the pattern of contours inFig. 6, one can see that any tar-
geted effective cathode resistanceRct may be well realized by
tailoring materials parametersσs andσc. However, such a tai-
loring operation is restricted for each targetedRct by a lower
limit of σs, below which no suitable cathode ionic conduc-
tivities can be found. This result significantly suggests that
the oxygen surface reaction rateσs may set up a bottleneck
to the cathodic kinetics of a porous MIEC cathode.

Fig. 7. Effective cathode thickness vs. real cathode thickness and log (σs/σc).

As regards the effective cathode thickness, it can be seen
fromFig. 7that the cathode has an effective thickness that first
slightly increases from a value much lower than its real thick-
ness as the real cathode thickness or log (σs/σc) decreases.
But it undergoes an increasingly fast multiplication to a large
value up to an infinite when the real thickness is greatly re-
duced down to zero. The details in the change of cathode
effective thickness can be identified from a series of equal-
effective thickness contours, as shown inFig. 8, which helps
reach a quantitative understanding of how the effective cath-
ode thickness changes with the real cathode thickness and
log (σs/σc).

3.3. I–V performance from 2D models

One 2D simulation of potential distribution has been firstly
carried out to fulfill a direct comparison with the results from

F kness
v
Fig. 6. Equal-resistance contours with log (σs) vs. log (σc).
ig. 8. Contours of effective cathode thickness with real cathode thic
s. log (σs/σc).
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the 1D model. The model was a solid belt with a length of
120�m but different widthsξ. It is assumed that the oxygen
surface incorporation is confined along the belt’s two lateral
lines and its reaction kinetic rateσs is evaluated with 2.5×
10−9 timesξ to keep the same opportunity for ionic current
injection per unit belt width, along with an output current
density at cathode-electrolyte interfaceq = 1 (A cm−2). It is
very intriguing to find that, in the belt models with different
widths ranging from 0.5 to 5�m, the obtained potential distri-
butions may be considered the same as in the case of 1D model
when a difference of no larger than 0.0001 V is tolerated. This
calculation result discloses an easily understandable but sig-
nificant fact that the potential distribution is not immediately
sensitive to the second dimension for a long belt model and it
gives an electrochemical behavior extremely close to that of
1D cathode bar. Moreover, it may be derived that for real 3D
cathodes a structural heterogeneity with characteristic length-
scale much shorter than 5�m might not remarkably impact
the overall performance of cathodes. Further support for this
point can be seen in the following analyses.

As shown inFig. 9, the solid and porous belt models were
given the same overall sizes 100�m × 4�m. In the porous
belt, totally 50 spherical pores with an equal diameter of
1.7480�m were uniformly distributed to realize a porosity
of 30%. The boundary conditions for the former were set:σs
= −9 −6 −1

0 -
t de to
t nsity
a 7762
(
( ith

F nite
e

such boundary conditions, the numerical calculations by a fi-
nite element algorithm demonstrated that the solid belt model
gave an effective areal resistance of 0.1997 (� cm−2) and the
porous one had a resistance of 0.2277 (� cm−2), 14.02%
higher than the former. These results are quite meaningful if
one has a careful comparison of their boundary conditions.
For the porous belt, its oxygen incorporation interface bound-
ary is actually 37.29% longer than that of the solid one, from
200 to 274.58. This greatly benefits the decrease of effective
cathode areal resistance. But, on the other hand, the porous
model has a lower effective ionic conductivity than the solid
one. According to the mean field theory[42,43], it has been
estimated that a porosity of 30% accounts for a 39.13% de-
crease in the effective conductivity. It can be seen, therefore,
that a great decrease in the effective ionic conductivity of
a porous MIEC cathode would considerably deteriorate the
electrochemical performance of cathodes.

To further extend the above analyses, another simulation
has been made with the assumption that the porous belt model
has the equivalent oxygen surface incorporation rate con-
stant and ionic conductivity to that of the solid one. So, the
oxygen surface reaction rateσs for the porous belt model
was set proportionally down to 3.6419× 10−9 (5 × 10−9

× 200/274.5800) and its bulk ionic conductivityσc up to
1.6428× 10−6 (1 × 10−6/0.6087) in terms of the mean field
t tion
g distri-
b
t
t at of
t pre-
s ed by
t ch a
c e pre-
v neity
o t

F l and
t

5× 10 for each lateral line,σc = 1× 10 (S�m ),q=
and 1 (A cm−2) at cathode depthx= 0 and 100�m, respec

ively. For the latter, the same considerations were ma
he boundary conditions except that the local current de
t the right cathode end was increased to 4/2.250 = 1.
A cm−2) so as to achieve an apparent current densityq = 1
A cm−2) for the presence of a half spherical void there. W

ig. 9. Solid and porous 2D models, insets: A triangular network for fi
lement simulation (middle) and the contours of current density in it.
heory. With these modifications, the numerical calcula
ave the porous belt model an almost the same potential
ution profile as that of the solid one, as illustrated inFig. 10,
elling an areal effective resistance of 0.2087 (� cm−2) for
he porous model. This value is certainly very close to th
he solid belt regardless of a small difference (4.50%),
umably attributed to the presence of pores characteriz
heir size distribution and spatial positions in the belt. Su
alculation result seems to disclose the same fact as in th
ious paragraph that the presence of structural heteroge
f length scale much shorter than 5�m would not bring abou

ig. 10. Comparison of potential distributions from the porous mode
he solid one.
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Fig. 11. Current density distribution over the 2D porous MIEC cathode.

a striking influence on the overpotential or effective areal re-
sistance of cathodes if only they possess macro-statistically
the same materials properties and geometric features. On the
other hand, however, the structural heterogeneity may greatly
impact the ionic current density distribution in cathodes, as
shown inFig. 11. It changes from a smooth distribution pro-
file in the solid belt, see the solid continuous curve inFig. 12,
to a porous band with growing and fluctuating amplitude as
the porous cathode depth increases. Such a pattern of curren
density distribution may be ascribed to the fact that the more
close to the cathode-electrolyte interface is the pore-cathode
interface situated, the more oxygen ionic flux takes its ori-
gin from it, the more inhomogeneous and strong local elec-
tric field gradient is caused, and thus the higher fluctuation
in current density is induced, strongly depending on the lo-
cal microstructural details. Obviously, this sensitive response
of current density distribution to the microstructural details

F belt
m

should be fully noted when a kinetic process controlled by
local current density is concerned.

3.4. Impacts from interfacial graded structures

In above discussions, the cathode material is assumed to
be uniform on certain relatively small scale either in its chem-
istry, grains microstructure or in its pore structure. But some
relatively large scale structural inhomogeneity is likely to oc-
cur in cathodes, for instance, notable pore structural deviation
from the average in the area adjacent to electrolytes. It can be
expected that a more open porous structure in this bordering
area is surely detrimental to the cathode’s electrochemical
properties because both oxygen surface incorporation and
bulk transport in the area will be deteriorated, leading to an
increase in the total areal resistance. However, what happens
when a less porous (denser) structure is present in the neigh-
boring area to the electrolyte? In order to make clear this
issue, an interfacial structure model was introduced with the
following gradient profile function:

χ = h

1 + [(x − tc)/w]2
(12)

whereh andw are the profile characteristic height and width
adopted to describe the extent to which the structure-related
property is modified in the interfacial area. The function’s
t ths
a

ure,
i nsfer
r ecay-
i f
c +
w nic
c of
3 ffec-
t on a

.

ig. 12. Front view of current density distributions over the 2D porous
odel and the solid one.
t

ypical graphs with respect to different characteristic wid
re shown inFig. 13.

To take into account the effects from interfacial struct
t has been simply assumed that the oxygen surface tra
ate across the whole thickness was modulated by a d
ng factor (1− χ) with h = 1 and the ionic conductivity o
athode was controlled by an enhancing factor of (1χ)
ith h = 0.6854, in view of the fact that an additional io
onductivity of 0.6854σc can be realized when a porosity
0% is reduced to zero. With such assumptions, the e

ive areal resistances have been numerically calculated

Fig. 13. Interfacial layer profiles with different characteristic widths
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Fig. 14. Potential and current density (inset) distributions vs. different in-
terfacial characteristic widths.

120�m × 4�m 2D model with regards to different char-
acteristic widths of interfacial area. The calculation results
of potential distribution and the change in effective cathode
areal resistance are illustrated inFigs. 14 and 15. It can be ob-
served that the graph A inFig. 15shows a simple increase in
the effective cathode areal resistance as the dense interfacia
area is broadened. This result suggests that such a densifica
tion of interfacial structure is by no means beneficial to the
overall performance of cathode despite an additional ionic
conductivity available in the interfacial area presumably for
the reason that a sacrifice of the inner surface area where oxy-
gen is incorporated into the cathode is much greater than the
enhancement of ionic conductivity in that area. Therefore, it
can be inferred that a gradually densified interfacial structure
bordering the electrolyte is not helpful to the performance en-
hancement of a porous MIEC cathode composed of a single
solid phase material.

However, what happens when a second phase with higher
ionic conductivity than that of the matrix phase is introduced

F facial
l

into that interfacial area of the cathode and would a remark-
able decrease in the effective areal resistance of cathode be
provoked? To verify this idea, some calculations similar to
the above but withh = 6.854 (10 times as high as that of the
matrix phase) have been performed and the results are shown
as graph B inFig. 15. It can be seen that the effective cathode
resistance is indeed decreased in such cases. In particular, it
decreases quite fast as the characteristic widthw increases
initially, then it slows down over a range before switches
up to a growth. The maximum cut-down of the resistance is
estimated as 0.050 (� cm−2) at the interfacial characteristic
widthw = 12�m. It is about 10% down from a total resistance
of 0.1414 (� cm−2) for the cathode without second phase, as
given by either 1D or 2D model.

4. Concluding remarks

On the basis of the above simulation results and extended
discussions, the electrochemical behavior of porous mixed
conducting cathodes can be outlined as follows:

1. In porous mixed conducting cathodes, the oxygen sur-
face incorporation and bulk transport process are always
convoluted together and this makes it difficult to fully

over-
sing
der-
o the

2 mi-
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IEC
istri-
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4 e in-
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tive
a very

5 lec-
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in-
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ig. 15. Effective areal resistance vs. characteristic thickness of inter
ayer (�m): A (top); B (bottom).
l
-

understand how each cathodic process impacts the
all electrochemical performance of the cathode. By u
model simulations, a clear and comprehensive un
standing of these processes and their contributions t
global cathode performance has been achieved.

. The structural heterogeneity scaled down to a few
cros in MIEC cathodes is found not to remarkably af
their overall performance when they macro-statistic
possess the same materials properties.

. In comparison with 2D models, 1D model simulation m
also provide a pretty good profile of potential distribut
and thereby a measure of overpotentials due to oxyge
face incorporation and ionic transport in a porous M
cathode. In contrast, the details of current density d
bution in porous MIEC cathodes have been observe
2D models instead of 1D ones, strongly depending o
particular structural features of pores.

. Among the materials parameters, the oxygen surfac
corporation kinetic rate constantσs is of particular im-
portance for the performance of porous MIEC catho
As a bottleneck, it acts to control the minimum effec
cathode areal resistance even when the cathode has
great ionic conductivity.

. A structure-graded interfacial area bordering the e
trolyte phase may conspicuously modify the cath
performance negatively or positively. The densified in
facial structure composed only of matrix material bri
about a simple increase in effective cathode areal r
tance. But an addition of second phase with higher i
conductivity than that of the matrix to form a graded
terfacial structure may improve the cathode performa
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